Rite for Healing of the Physical Body
As given by the Archangel Metatron

All Beloved, let us now enter into the still place in the chambers of our hearts, where we will find the
door to the Temple of the Outer Light, where we are One with Mother‐Father God.
Let us now put aside the cares and concerns of our human lives and rise up into the stillness,
illuminated by the light and embraced by the love of Mother‐Father God.
All Beloved, let us enter now into the Temple, the space where Divine Will becomes Divine
Manifestation.
Invited by the Angel of the Presence, let us now go forth into the inner room of the Temple, where
the Pillar of Rainbow Fire sustains the life force of all Creation.
Rise up into the Oneness now and be no longer separate from one another or the all of Creation.
All Beloved, now, as One Mind, One Heart, One Soul, One Body and One Eternal Spirit, let us enter
into the Rainbow Fires and be purified, transmuting all the false darkness of duality and fear that we
may hold in our One being.
As One, we cast into the Rainbow Fires all of our fear, our judgments, our disease and physical
dysfunction; all of our karma, throughout our entire genetic line, through time, past and future, and
in all places, spaces and dimensions in which we exist as individual consciousness.
As Many Cells of One Body, the Body of Mother‐Father God, let us step forth, now purified and
sanctified by the Rainbow Fires of Creation.
The physical Body is a gift of Mother‐Father God to Their children in consciousness, bestowed to
allow exploration and experience in the material planes of Creation with full free will. It was given
perfect in form and function to serve the growth and evolution of individual consciousness, each one
to be a healthy cell in the greater Body of Creation.
Through free will and the choice to know good and evil, the form and function of the physical body
was diminished. In this now moment, through free will, we cast out the knowledge of good and evil
and the manifestations of karma which have been created within our genetic line of physical bodies,
in all spaces, places and dimensions in which we exist in physical form.
We call forth and anchor now, within our Being, as Many and One, One and Many, in this most
sacred and holy space of the Temple of the Outer Light, the original Divine Template for the human
physical body.
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We call forth, As One and Many, Many and One, the highest Light of Creation and full spectrum of
Rainbow color into our physical Being, into the codes of our DNA, into our genetic line, in all places,
spaces and dimensions in which we exist in physical form.
We seal this calling forth now by the Waters of Eternal Love which flow from the Wellspring of the
Heart of Mother‐Father God, Who grant all gifts to Their Children.
All Beloved, let us now, as One and Many, Many and One, be renewed by the Waters of Eternal Love
as they flow into every cell, every molecule, every atom of our physical being.
By Divine Will, it is accomplished and completed, now and forever.
All Beloved, go forth now, transformed and renewed in Body, Soul, Mind, Heart and Spirit. Go forth
now in the radiance of the highest Light and Rainbow spectrum, in perfect form and function of
physical being, according to the Divine Templates given by Mother‐Father God.
And so it is, now and forever, by the Grace of Mother‐Father God.
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